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Best-selling romance author Adrianne Wood delivers a new contemporary romance that thrills and chills:

She has a big secret....
When Emma Draper arrived in the seaside Maine town, she set up shop as a full-time kennel owner and part-
time pet psychic. Little do her neighbors know that pets’ mind aren’t the only ones she can read....

He has a big problem....
The last one seen with his coworker before she was murdered, Jake Vant is the police’s number one suspect.
But with his memories of that night locked away by a drug slipped in his drink, Jake can’t clear his name. If
he doesn’t retrieve his memories fast, he’ll find himself jailed for a crime he’s certain he didn’t commit.

A killer on the loose:
As a favor to a friend, Emma reluctantly teams up with Jake to track down his alibi. But the greatest surprise
of all might be what she finds in Jake’s lost memories, and she soon realized Jake’s life isn’t the only one on
the line....
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From reader reviews:

Tania Arney:

Do you considered one of people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained inside the straightway,
hold on guys this aren't like that. This Mind Tricks book is readable through you who hate those straight
word style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without
leaving possibly decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer connected with Mind Tricks
content conveys the thought easily to understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in
the content but it just different by means of it. So , do you continue to thinking Mind Tricks is not loveable to
be your top checklist reading book?

Tom Tucker:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the coastal world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try point that really opposite
from that. One activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
have been ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love Mind Tricks, you are able to enjoy both. It
is great combination right, you still need to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh come on its mind
hangout guys. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Cynthia Necaise:

You can spend your free time you just read this book this book. This Mind Tricks is simple to create you can
read it in the park your car, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not get much space to bring typically the
printed book, you can buy typically the e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save the particular
book in your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Calvin Cline:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got pupils? We believe that that problem
was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby. And also you
know that little person such as reading or as examining become their hobby. You need to know that reading
is very important along with book as to be the point. Book is important thing to add you knowledge, except
your personal teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update with regards to something by book. Different
categories of books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them are these claims Mind Tricks.
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